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V
ernon Lockhart, Osmosis Executive Director, is a man whose 
passion for inclusion gives life to every design he makes. 
Whether it’s designing programs or designing world-class 
exhibits, Vernon’s art and design inspiration is rooted 

in celebrating the design community and its artists in all their 
beautiful hues. 

Lockhart’s story is a story of a young man from the streets 
of St. Louis whose mother was a brilliant artist who faced the 
discrimination of a time when African-American designers 
weren’t welcome in many industries. Yet, despite the barriers 
of racial resistance that impeded her from succeeding in 
design, she always encouraged Lockhart to be the best 
artist he could be. She’s celebrated him in every stage of 
his career from the moments he was bringing home art 
to be hung on the kitchen’s refrigerator to him becoming 
an African-American designer recognized on a global 
stage.
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It is because of this love and celebration from his parents Lockhart is passionate 
about helping kids from underserved communities with year-round programming 
from Project Osmosis. In the years since the Osmosis inception, we have worked 
tirelessly to create programming that guided students into design careers with 
alumni of Osmosis working for major organizations such as the American Bar 
Association, Walgreens, Northern Trust and many more.

In 2014, because of Lockhart’s dedication to design, he was offered a lecturer 
position at the University of Illinois Chicago where he speaks on design inclusion. This 
course takes UIC design students through the rich history of designers of color from 
around the globe to showcase the importance and contributions of designers from 
various cultures and ethnicities.

He and his team have also worked with students at Chicago State University on 
special projects to give them international design experience such as the Peter Tosh 
exhibition--a project Lockhart lead the development on in Jamaica.

Currently, we’re spearheading special programs with the Museum of The Art Institute 
Chicago so families can learn about design together. Marti Parham our Director of 
Creative Services, has partnered with MAIC’s “Museum Education” department to 
create special design programming like “RETHINK” which was held in late October 
at the museum. The purpose of this program is to get kids to “RETHINK” how they 
can use common items and places they come in contact with on a daily bases in 
new ways. Along with the program the families will be able to tour the museum 
and see it’s latest and greatest exhibits.

In addition to our families programming we are also deepening the Osmosis 
reach into the world of education by partnering with Columbia College Chicago, 
the School of The Art Institute and Chicago State University to create internship 
opportunities for marketers, designers, and art teachers, Osmosis is jump starting 
new careers through real world experience.

Our “Lead Design Mentors”, Emory Brown and Vernon Lockhart are working hard to 
recruit the best and brightest from Chicagoland area colleges and universities.

This year and the years ahead are going to be very promising for the Chicago design 
community, because Lockhart and the Osmosis team are working night and day 
to create opportunities for kids from underserved communities to dream, express 
themselves and participate in the greater design community.h
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I
dea Hacks are super cool. But Osmosis “Design Hacks” are even 
cooler. Our Director of Marketing, Emory Brown, has a way of finding 
himself in a room to talk about one project and sometimes coming 
out with three or four. So, naturally after meeting with the Startup 

Institute, some ideas from design education had to emerge.

Osmosis partnered with the Startup Institute to get their best and 
brightest to share their thoughts on what a first-class design center 
would look like laced with today’s finest and best technology. Brown and 
Kim Lovely (Director of Education), presented over 30 students with the 
“Pimping The Osmosis Center Tech-Style” challenge and the creativity 
started to fly. Students were given 24 hours to come up with awesome 
tech ideas that could help kids from underserved communities learn and 
stay competitive in the world of fast pace change.

The results were phenomenal. From campaigns to promote the center to 
the community to ideas for beautiful restaurants featuring community 
artists and children’s art. Other ideas included free technology and 
programs that help kids who can’t afford the premiere design programs 
like Adobe Photoshop design design like pros.

Hacking Ideas for the 
Future: Start Up Institute 

& Osmosis



T
his year we started a great partnership with Columbia College Chicago in which 
Osmosis can work with some of Columbia’s brilliant young minds to co-create projects 
for our brand communications and programming.

We’ve established a federal work-study program in which we have recruited and hired 
three wonderful design interns. We’ve collaborated with classes, like Agency & Doc-Unit, in 
which we produced our first “Osmosis Story” about our “2017 Design Youth Forum.”

The “Osmosis Stories,” is our new video series that tells the stories of the teachers, students 
and programs produced by Osmosis throughout the year.  Through this collaboration with 
Columbia, Osmosis has recruited an up and coming producer by the name of Euporia Knight, 
who is honing her production skills as she interns with Osmosis’ marketing team to produce 
innovative educational content. This partnership is a very important one for Project Osmosis 
who has several alumni from Columbia College Chicago on it’s staff and board.

Emory Brown, an alumni of Columbia says, “Giving back to help students in marketing and 
design is one of my major goals as an instructor and marketing director at Osmosis. That’s 
why partnering with Columbia was something we had to do because Columbia gave me the 
wisdom to get where I am today.”

Brown spearheads this partnership as a mentor and client for various classes. He also acts as 
a “marketing shark” for Columbia’s “Oral Expression” class in which students present their 
dream jobs to industry professionals to get advice on how to land their dream job. Brown 
plans to do greater things in 2018 with Columbia.

Designing The Partnerships 
That Change Our Community: 

Columbia & Osmosis
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I
t’s funny how an inquiry can change the dynamic of history and create a 
new relationship that creates endless possibilities for our youth. This is what 
happened when Mrs. Lorita James of Park Manor reached out to Osmosis. 
In March 2017, James asked if her grammar school students could attend 

the “Design Youth Forum,” a two-day event at UIC and the School of The Art 
Institute Chicago for high school aged students. 

We received the e-mail and was a little perplexed by the request because 
everyone knows DYF is for high school aged students. However, the door of 
opportunity had presented itself for Park Manor because Osmosis had a new 
class taught by our partners from the “Greater Good Studio” on “Service 
Design.” Emory the cool marketing guy mentioned in a few of our articles, 
called the powers that be and said, “We have 50 kids who want to attend 
DYF this year who are in grammar school. Can we put them all in the ‘Service 
Design’ class?” The kids came by and they had an awesome time.

The UIC campus experience was a refreshing outlook for the grammar school 
student to see. It made them feel like they were playing on a new playing field 
where they had to be mature and provocative in developing their ideas. James 
said, one of her students told her “I have to make sure I am on my best game. 
I have to be more mature and show people I have what it takes to make it in 
college.”

James said, “Being here at UIC is playing on another level for my students.” 
Not only was this exciting to hear from James, it was also exciting to hear 
for Osmosis, because it opened a door for Osmosis to look at creating more 
programming for grammar students and a space for Park Manor students to 
attend DYF 2018.

Raising The Future of Art! 
Park Manor and Osmosis 
“Youth Art Program Pilot”
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Mrs. Jenkins

Mrs. James

Emory Brown

Kim Lovely



As a result of this fateful encounter, we are now developing an 
ongoing relationship with Park Manor based on the rebranding of 
Osmosis’ “Express Yourself Portrait” program-- which now has three 
core programs for youth K-6th grade and an “Express Yourself Youth 
Art Contest.”

There’s also a series of “Design Hacks” and three special classes
for students 6th - 8th to attend at the “2018 Design Youth Forum”
based on Fashion, Industrial and Service design. Mrs. Lashae
Jenkins, principal of Park Manor and advocate for youth art
programs said, “Working with Project Osmosis has helped us identify 
several outstanding student artists who got a chance to showcase 
their talent at the ‘Design Youth Forum’ this year.” 

The “Park Manor Youth Art Pilot” will also be a five-year 
“Longitudinal Study” of how art programs affect the outcomes and 
performance of students. Kim Lovely, Osmosis Director of Education, 
and Mrs. James are going to be spearheading this research project to 
help innovate student arts programming in the Chicagoland area to 
improve the overall performance of arts students and instructors as a 
whole. With the launch date scheduled for later this Fall 2017, Park 
Manor and Osmosis are poised and ready to raise the future of art 
and raise the standard of art education.
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      Creating Dreams 
      for Overachievers

O
ne evening Osmosis Director of Marketing, Emory Brown, spotted a great 
television commercial featuring writer/producer Shonda Rhimes and G2 Pilot 
Pens talking about how they want to help overachievers reach their dreams 
by giving the funding they need to make their dreams come to life.

Immediately, he smiled and thought about telling the story of Osmosis and Vernon 
Lockhart, our Executive Director-- an overachiever that creates overachievers. Naturally, we 
started to craft the 1,800 handwritten document for the world to hear Osmosis story.   
We scanned, uploaded and sent the info to G2 Pilot and Shonda Rhimes. After a few weeks of waiting Osmosis 
got a response. The Osmosis story had made it into the top 10 finalists. 

They requested that we submit a video of Lockhart to tell them more about what Osmosis does. We 
completed the tasks requested and once again the submission process started. A few more weeks went by 
before good news arrived. Osmosis had won a runner-up slot and some cool prizes. We are very grateful 
and humbled to be acknowledged for the work we do every day on such a national platform. 

More importantly, we know that the work we do is touching the hearts of some of America’s most 
influential people like fellow Chicagoan Shonda Rhimes, the writer and producer of ABC’s hit shows 
“Grey’s Anatomy,” and “How To Get Away With Murder”. Unfortunately, we didn’t win big this year but 
we can say this G2 Pilot invited us to enter again. Maybe just maybe we’ll win $50,000 for design education 
and overachievers this year.



A
fter School Matters and Osmosis have been partnering for years teaching kids 
about the world of design through our “Design Explorers” program. Project 
Osmosis Design Explorers focuses on teens exploring several concentration 
of design at once. Our design mentors take our students on a journey 

through the following design disciplines: Architecture, Graphic, Industrial, Interior, 
Fashion, Multi-media, Urban Planning and App. After their journey, they are 
given a project culminating in one or more of the disciplines based on students’ 
individual interests. The new currency is creativity. Our goal is educating students 
on various career opportunities in the world of design while connecting them to 
the great design community.

However, this summer Osmosis instructors, Jared Chapman, Richard Blackmon, 
Raymond Thomas, Vernon Lockhart and Emory Brown decided to bring a new spin 
to the program by teaching young men about self-empowerment and creating peace. 
Housed in Gallery 37 and Block 37, the “Osmosis Design Gentlemen” lead the young men 
through a seven-week course where they learned about design in its various forms.

Monday: Landscaping & Architecture
Tuesday: Graphic Design/Exhibition
Wednesday: Personal Branding
Thursday: Creating Peace Through Design

Personal Branding and our Creating Peace Through Design class are new in the Design 
Explorers tool kit and proved to be some of the summer’s new break out hits with the 
boys. 

Osmosis Design 
Explorers Are On The 

Block At Block 37
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In the “Creating Peace Through Design” class young men learned about 
the principles of creating peace and many of the great men of peace 
whose lessons will live with them for a lifetime and hopefully work as 
guides who can help them navigate the terrain of life. The culmination 
project for this class was the “Brothers Gon Work It Out Mural”-- a six- 
week project in which the boys worked together to create “Peace Art.” 
This mural will be displayed throughout the city to help young men 
understand that in order for us to have peace in Chicago “We” have to do 
it together. 

Instructor Blackmon stated, “Creating peace isn’t just about asking people 
to put down the guns. Peace is about actively connecting with young men, 
the community and asking them to become the protectors of their families 
and each other; encouraging them to be the deterrent to violence and 
gangs.”

The “Personal Branding” class taught by Brown, focused on empowering 
young men by giving them a glimpse into the past, present and future 
of the design industry through the exploration of great men of design 
like Charles Harrison, Ozwald Boateng, Phil Knight -- founder of Nike and 
many more. Brown says, “The goal of the personal branding class was to 
introduce our young men to the beauty and power of creating their own 
brands based on their talents and abilities. It was an introduction to the 
power designers and marketers have to change the world.” Young men 
in this class had the opportunity to create and refine their own brands 
with their voices and on their own terms. This fall one of students, Jeriq 
Howard, will be displaying his brand “Humbly Arrogant” at the Chicago’s 
“Teen Business Fair.”

Design Explorers will be back in 2018 with its second installment of
“Self-Made Men” a journey throughout Chicago’s marketing and
design firms where the men who make it happen every day will
share their stories with our “Explorers” on how to climb the ladder to
personal achievement. Our young explorers will be hearing the
stories of industry’s great men from Burrell Communications, Havas
Worldwide, the American Marketing Association and many more.
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O
smosis has very gifted and brilliant designers from all walks of life. 
However, there is something special about our Senior Designer/Mentor 
Ms. Tahiti Spears. She’s just dope.

Spears is the co-founder and brand designer for “Gifster” a new app 
that allows you to add sound to your favorite GIF’s. For those who don’t know, GIF 
is an interesting name for the Internet and social media’s most-shared imagery. 
Facebook is like a warehouse for them. Kanye West has GIFs. President Obama has 
GIFs. Donald Trump is probably leading the “GIF-game” right now as GIF makers 
around the world get their “GIF-on” celebrating or demeaning his presidency.

Because of this cultural phenomenon, Spears and her partner Jordan Porter 
thought to themselves, “Wouldn’t it be cooler if we could add our own voices and 
ideas to the GIFs we watch or create?” Osmosis thinks it’s very cool. Actually, super 
cool! That’s why the app developers at Gifstr are going to help you be the voice 
behind your GIFs.

As a result, of this super idea, the ladies of Gifstr are on their way to “download 
dominance” one voice at a time. Unlike sites like Giphy, where people upload pics 
and videos to create GIFs, Gifstr is an app you download to your phone. The magic 
begins in three easy steps: (1) Search for any GIF. (2) Record your voice over it and 
(3) share it via text or social media. Sounds super cool, right? Now you can sing on 
GIFs, rap on GIFs or even be Shakespeare on GIFs if you want. And the best thing 
about it is that you can use Gifstr to pick GIFs from all around the world. “Get 
Giffy With It!” Download Gifstr now at the Apple Store and give a little voice to 
your GIFs. Great job Tahiti Spears! Osmosis designers and mentors rock!

Give your Gifs’ Voice 
With Gifstr

Tahiti Spears

Jordan Porter



Design Mentor of The Quarter: Raymond Thomas
Raymond Thomas is one of Osmosis’ premiere design teachers for our “Design Explorers” 
program. Raymond has been teaching the program so long he is the “Indiana Jones” of 
Osmosis. Over the years Thomas has taught hundreds of students about the world of 
design and helped them reached their dreams. This summer he was the driving force 
behind the “Design Explorers” experience at Block 37 and Gallery 37. During those 
weeks he shared his wisdom and support to all the instructors as he visited each class 
each day. That’s dedication. That’s love. That’s what real design mentors are made of. 
Thanks, Raymond for all that you do to help our students, mentors and Project Osmosis 
soar to new heights.

Osmosite   Spotlight,   Design   Mentee,   LaCoralyn   Hilliard
Determination is the word we would use to describe LaCoralyn Hilliard. An 
alumni of Columbia College Chicago who wanted to do more for her community 
and more with her art and design work. Hilliard has been pivotal in the 
development of the brand communications for the “2017 All High School 
Design Competition”, and its brand guidelines. She also provided outstanding 
support for the various programs over the summer like the “2017 Design 
Explorers” program. The work that she is doing isn’t only just helping us reach 
more kids that want to create their dream design careers. It’s also celebrating 

our mentors, directors and community as well. Great job, Ms. Hilliard! You are 
definitely on your way to being one of Osmosis’ brightest stars.

“Don’t talk about
the work. Go out 
and do the work.”

- Charles Harrison

“You can’t build a 
reputation on what 
you’re going to do.”

- Henry Ford

“I don’t dwell on 
success. Maybe that’s 
one of the reasons 
I’m successful.”

- Calvin Klein

Designer Quotes
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